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Putting it all together
• We now have all 

the ingredients 
we need to 
compute 
theoretical 
predictions for 
the key 
observables: 
CMB angular 
power spectra 
and matter 
power spectra. 
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Theory summary
• The CMB power-spectrum is determined by the photon multipoles 


• The photon multipoles are found by doing line of sight integration


• Where the source function is determined by the perturbations you have 
already computed



Inflationary parameters
List of the Cells 

we are computing Cell 
(you can cut this  

down to 1400  
if you want)

Spline of Bessel 
Functions 

for each ell value 
in ells

Implement the 
matter P(k) here

The PowerSpectrum class 



Step I
• The first thing you should do is to go 

back to the perturbation class and 
make a 2D spline of the source 
function


• See the website (will add some plots) 
or Callin for plots on how this function 
should look like so you can test that 
its working



Step II
• We need to do *many* lookups of spherical Bessel functions to compute the 

line of sight integrals. Best to create a spline of it (well you can try without, but 
its likely very very slow)


• Compute and plot these functions for different values of ell so that you 
understand how the look like and how you need to sample it. In the code-
template you can use the function


• (For large ell the function is practically 0 for x < 0.2*ell for ell =10-100 and x < 
0.7*ell for ell>100 so this sets the lower range you need to compute it at. It 
has a 2*PI period of oscillation -> what sampling rate you need. It decays as 
1/x and the maximum x you need is like 3000-5000. This sets the upper limit.)

(n is ell)



Step III

• For each ell do the line of sight integral for several values 
of k and make a spline


•



Step IV
• Use the spline for the photon multipole to compute the 

integral to get the Cell


• Repeat the process for all ell’s and make a spline of it to 
get



Step V
• The (total) matter power-spectrum is easy! The co-moving 

matter density perturbation can be computed from the splines 
you have made of Phi


• (For individual components:)
Δi = δi −
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Good luck

• You are free to figure out for yourself how to do each of 
the different steps, i.e. how you do the integrations.


• See Callin for some tips. The website also has some tips 
on how to do this.


• Also for this milestone I recommend you start early! It is 
going to to take a lot of time to get correct so you don’t 
want to have to deal with this the last week.


